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Objectives

§ Review Macrophyte and Benthos reports

§ Understand the different types of water movement and where 
they occur

§ Apply water movement to whole lake dynamics and understand 
currents and their causes

§ Compare lake water movements to other ecosystems

§ Review Midterm practicum and Thursday’s lab
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Outline
§ I. Hydrodynamics of Water

§ II. Flow of Water

§ Turbulent and Laminar flows

§ Eddy diffusion and conductivity

§ III. Surface movements

§ Surface waves

§ Surface currents

§ Langmuir circulations and streaks

§ IV. Internal water movements

§ Metalimnetic entrainment in stratified lakes

§ V. Water movements affecting the whole lake

§ Long standing waves, geostrophic effects on seiches, internal progressive waves

§ VI. Circulation and Currents

§ Thermal bars, river influents, and under ice
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Hydrodynamics of Water Movement

§ Why is water movement important?
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Hydrodynamics of Water Movement

§ Why is water movement important?

§ For decades, limnologists ignored water movement, especially 
during summer and winter. 

§ Water movement effects how nutrients, gases, and biota are 
moving throughout the ecosystem.

§ Water movement can be predictable or chaotic, slow or very fast, 
have little or large effects—in short, it complicates things, but also 
keeps them interesting.
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Flow of Water

§ Terminology:

§ Laminar Flow

§ Turbulent Flow

§ Eddy

§ Shear
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Flow of Water

§ Laminar Flow: (or streamline flow) occurs when a fluid flows in 
parallel layers, with no disruption between the layers
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Flow of Water

§ Turbulent flow: flow regime in fluid 
dynamics characterized by chaotic changes 
in pressure and flow velocity.
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Flow of Water

§ Eddy: the swirling of a fluid and the 
reverse current created when the fluid is in a 
turbulent flow regime.
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Flow of Water

§ Shear: strain in the structure of a substance 
produced by pressure, when its layers are 
laterally shifted in relation to each other
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Flow of Water

§ What causes water movement?
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How do we measure 
turbulence/stability? 

Richardson number (Ri)
Ri = the change in density across the gradient x effect of gravity

density of the layer being acted on * (the change in 
velocity across the gradient)2
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Richardson number (Ri)

Ri = the change in density across the gradient x effect of gravity
density of the layer being acted on * (the change in 

velocity across the gradient)2

High Richardson numbers = stable flows (Ri > 0.25)
Low Richardson numbers = unstable flows (Ri < 0.25)
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Richardson number (Ri)

Ri = the change in density across the gradient x effect of gravity
density of the layer being acted on * (the change in 

velocity across the gradient)2

High Richardson numbers = stable flows (Ri > 0.25)
Low Richardson numbers = unstable flows (Ri < 0.25)

What has the biggest impact on determining Richardson number?

Velocity!

But, what else could change flow stability? 

(Change in) Density!
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Review

§ What causes changes (esp. seasonal) in water velocity?
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Review

§ What causes changes (esp. seasonal) in water velocity?

§ WIND!

§ What determines density differences in water?

§ TEMPERATURE!
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Water movement considerations

§ Gravity

§ Not super important (except in really large bodies of water)

§ Density gradients

§ Temperature! (HUGE deal in lakes!)

§ Salinity (less of a big deal in freshwater, for obvious reasons, but HUGE deal 
in oceans/estuaries)

§ Velocity

§ Wind energy (HUGE deal when layers are steady and suddenly become 
not—like when ice melts!)

§ Diminished effects if density gradients are large

§ Depth

§ Like gravity, not super important (except in really large bodies of water)
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Richardson number patterns

§ High Richardson numbers = stable flows (Ri > 0.25)

§ Low Richardson numbers = unstable flows (Ri < 0.25), 
dynamic instability

§ Richardson number = 0.25, static instability

§ Take home: The shift between laminar and turbulent flow 
causes/is caused by an increase in friction which then 
causes mixing perpendicular to the shear.
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Richardson number patterns

§ Take home: The shift between laminar and turbulent flow causes/is 
caused by an increase in friction which then causes mixing 
perpendicular to the shear.

§ *keep this perpendicular forcing in mind*
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Temperature 
(Eddy diffusivity and conductivity)

§ Because flow is in right angles from the shear, we can measure eddy 
diffusion and get an idea of thermal stratification. 

§ Coefficient of Eddy Diffusivity (Kz): measure of the rate of exchange or 
intensity of mixing across the plane (varies, not a constant and across 
space—horiz and vert are not same scales)

§ Coefficient of eddy conductivity is basically same for practical 
purposes, estimates turbulence from changes in temperature

§ Kz is inversely proportional to stability
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Surface water movements

§ Surface waves (progressive waves): caused  by wind, sets 
surface into oscillation

§ Path is circular
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Surface water movements

§ Surface waves (progressive waves): caused  by wind, sets 
surface into oscillation

§ Path is circular (or elliptical)
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Surface wave types

§ Gravity waves: 2π cm or higher wavelength

§ Capillary waves: < 2π cm 
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Surface currents
§ Eckman currents, Eckman spirals, and gyrals

§ Read in Wetzel; very cool, but only effect large 
lakes

§ Langmuir circulations and streaks
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Langmuir streaks

Take home: surface waves 
exist and cause movement 
in all THREE dimensions
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Internal water movements

§ Entrainment: the transport of fluid across an 
interface between two bodies of fluid by a shear 
induced turbulent flux
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Whole Lake Water Movements

§ Long Standing Waves: usually whole length of basin, long/high 
periodicity 

§ Think of them as a seesaw whose fulcrum is some imaginary central 
point/ball (can rotate)

§ Two types: surface and thermocline/metalimnetic

§ Seiches; e.g., surface seiche, or internal seiche
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Internal seiches

Take home: 
After entrainment, 
metalimnion largely 
disappears, seiche
oscillation begins, 
drives turnover.  

Considerations: 
density, density, 
density (pycnocline), 
but usually must have 
wind to get started.  
Spring, ice melt can 
drive density change
Fall, wind/storms 
begin entrainment
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Preview: Thursday’s Lab

§ Experimental lakes to measure periodicity of 
internal seiches throughout the ’year’
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Other waves

§ Geostrophic effects: waves can curve to Earth’s surface

§ Internal progressive waves: same as surface progressive waves, 
dissipate same way, v common around thermocline during shear 
disturbances, can be source of nutrient/oxygen entrainment across 
normally stable levels
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Circulation

§ Thermal bars: temp barrier between pelagia and littoral zones, 
downward flow generated

§ River influents: overflow, underflow, or interflow that is density 
dependent and usually seasonally determined

§ Under ice: temperature dependent, if entire lake is <4℃, density drives 
circulation and water sinks along shoreline; if not, asymmetric currents 
driven by buoyancy; mostly horiz not as much vertical movement
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